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the three blobby things 

Business Value 
where are we going? 

Geek Joy 
how will we get there? 

Courageous Curiosity 
where are we now? 

Software Development Excellence 
(Suspect All Systems) 



the basics 
Something Right! 

start small 
be of good cheer 

Like People 
even when they don’t do what you want 
accept the whole person 

Take Deep Breaths 
person-by-person, step-by-step 
technique-by-technique 
long-term wins are real 



more basics 
Profluence Is Key 

we are part of something 
we are getting somewhere 

Using Standups Well 
lose the three questions 
do not solve anything > 1 sentence 
fast and furious 
bring instances of desired behavior in 

Ask For Help 
make asking safe 
make mistaking safe 
make arguing fun 
 



two major traps 

Rational Actor Theory 
classic spencerian tragedy 
the wall street collapse 
plausibility is more important than logic 
bump & run tactics 

Moralizing 
shaming *might* work, for a few days 
good citizenship 
craftsmanship movement not moving me 



two more for good measure 
Command & Control 

you can’t organize your way into community 
you can’t teach freedom w/o risk 
you can’t make agility from orders 
you can’t make more controls into more control 

Mathematical Rigor 
the numbers do not roll up 
release planning is about sanity 
more metrics violates the urgency principle 
spreadsheets aren’t more real than dialog 



the pillars 
Inviting 

 
Sorting 

 
Modeling 

 
Releasing 

 
Situating 

 
(suspect all systems) 



inspiration 

Pillars Are Blobbies, Too 
sources of ideas & extensions 
ways to guess their value 

As Sources 
got a situation? 
pick a random pillar 
find a way to get to it 

As Predictors 
got an idea? 
evaluate it by seeing which pillars it touches 

 
 
 



releasing 
In One Sentence 

autonomy is critical to excellence 

Moving Responsibilities 
experiment means real decisions at end 
yes, no, keep experimenting 
trying way better than arguing 

Representative Behaviors 
idunno, whadda you think? 
lets try it and see what happens 

Danger! 
never offer release falsely 
that’s how ‘empowerment’ turned into “bullshit” 
 



sorting 
In One Sentence 

work only and always on the most important story 
Production 

change *and* ship simultaneously 
keep long view 

Technique 
demo in small, find local leader 
your tiny’s often their giant’s 

Environment 
physical environs & development environs 

Team 
meeting technique, planning, kindergarten 
 



inviting 
In One Sentence 

throw best party one can have (w/no sex or drugs) 
Two Parts 

invite *everyone* 
find a place for *everyone* 

Great Parties Include 
food and drink 
buzz 
cool (or at least soft) toys 
no interruptions 
secret handshakes 



modeling 
In One Sentence 

talk is cheap 
Some Obvious Targets 

test before code 
No End 

geek joy, business value, courageous curiosity 
story-splitting(!) 
meeting discipline 
making mistakes 
missing iteration targets 

Above All 
modeling trumps teaching every time 



situating 
In One Sentence 

fit teams closer to reality 
Help Team Fit 

to its company, its market, its biology, its psychology 
any context at all 

Typical Baggy Misfits 
wrong product 
engineering value over business value 
email is communication 

Subtle Cases 
lump of coding fallacy (later) 
comment smell 
magic number seven +- two 



pillars applied to pairing 
Can We Get To Pairing? 

we have a team of nine geeks 
two high-caliber old hands 
two talented noobs 
two ux’ers, one new, one old 
three experienced functional testers 

Environment 
Java, Linux, SOA, heavy machine control 
70+ third-party dependencies 
medium to high pressure, unhappy executives 
*almost* open workspace 



situating 
Defusing 

~lump of coding fallacy 
~chained to an asshole 
~working with an idiot 
~being an idiot 

Defining 
3-5 hours a day 
intense and fun activity 
only actual experience will out 
truly open workspace 
skill mostly irrelevant 
explain mid-sized on mid-sized problem 
 



sorting 
Skills Transfer 

highly silo-ed expertise reducing flow 
introducing new complex techniques 
shipping quality is in the drain 

Upstairs 
done-done isn’t getting done 
many stories emerging w/defects 
suffering much legacy pain 

Opportunity 
at iteration break 
working with coach 
moving to swarm-and-pull 



modeling 
It’s A Long List 

be public if you can 
enjoy yourself 
take breaks 
relinquish driving easily 
be stupid some, be smart some 
revert once 
lose argument, win argument 
5-minute rule 
emphasize comfort 
keep a task stack 
get team approval for completion 



releasing 
Or Is This Situating Again? 

no one will force us 
identify a vague manager-y target 
identify a specific technical target 
standup: “and it did not suck.” 

Influence 
management can encourage, but team must choose 
pair twice with everyone 
make sure each has one good experience 
share goals & technique 

Opportunity 
at iteration break 
working with coach 
moving to swarm-and-pull 



inviting 
Party 

“haykumeer” protocol 
argue-and-laugh 
voluntary driving/relinquishing 
food and drink 

Preparation 
one good station, yours or the teams 
tightly defined task 
show extra love to early adopters 
moving to swarm-and-pull 



my adoption path 
Early 

pair informally with coach, 90 minutes, their task 
make good station 
focus on technique 
model everything 
work the situating, esp. lump-of-code & horror show 
introduce maker’s block 

Middle 
find space, disallow physically bad pairing 
pair for a SWAT situation 
introduce swarm & pull 
open space: watch for and encourage buzz 



my adoption path 
Late 

proposal 
two 90-minute pairings per team per day for iteration 
random choice, no dups, coin-flip whose task 
*strict* time limit with a timer 
coach observes and debriefs 
focus on practical goal 

The End 
no requirement 
but ad hoc selection at standup 
no dups beyond one day 
 



lottery learning pillar-y’d 
A Gathering Of Code-Changers 

call in lunch, use *best* projector room 
only allow vault-committers 

No Prep Time, Choose A Winner 
name out of a hat 
or rig the game in the beginning 

Winner Chooses Any Code 
eat, talk, argue, laugh, explain, help, consider, 
defend, concede, laugh, blush, critique, laugh 



the pillars applied 

Sorting: 4 
triple threat on the blobbies 
provides shared prioritization 
good for buzz 
awesome skill transfer 

Releasing: 5 
consensus on excellence occurs 
topic depends entirely on team will 
intervene as rarely as possible to keep buzz 
accept disagreement “for now” 



the pillars applied 

Inviting: 5 
no bosses 
deluxe accomodations 
food + geekery = awesome 
no teacher, just lessons 

Modeling: 5 
energy towards code 
how to bust code not people 
critique and argument and retreat 
sketching code changes 
ideas that don’t work or do 



the pillars applied 

Situating: 5 
you’re kidding me to even ask, right? 
infinite possibility 

Samples 
why deodorant comments are a half-measure 
how c++ macros work 
what double-init’s look like 
how eclipse refactors java 
when is it time to extract method 
what’s a fluent interface 
 



outcomes IRL 
My Assessment 

4+5+5+5+5 = 24 
24/5 = 4.8 pillars 

Massive Creation Of Energy 
energy to consider, juice for change 
(random is important, here) 

The Incredible Ever-Rising Standard 
they’ll make a standard 
they’ll improve it every meeting 
all you have to do is watch and play 
the 2nd-most effective learning technique i know 

 
 

 



the pillars redux 
Inviting 

 
Sorting 

 
Modeling 

 
Releasing 

 
Situating 

 
(suspect all systems) 



three blobby things redux 

Business Value 
where are we going? 

Geek Joy 
how will we get there? 

Courageous Curiosity 
where are we now? 

Software Development Excellence 
(Suspect All Systems) 


